Preschool Choice board: The Older child
11 – 15 May
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Start of the Day/ Care of Self





Wake up and get dress
Have breakfast
Brush teeth
Make or help make your bed

Practical Life / Care if Environment


During the lockdown we need to take extra
care of our personal hygiene.
 Here a few ways you can help to keep safe.
1. Wash your hands with soap for 20 seconds.
Sing happy birthday twice while doing so.
2. Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth.
3. Cough and sneeze into your elbow or a tissue;
throw tissue away immediately and wash
your hands.
4. Eat healthy food and drink plenty of water.
5. Stay home.
6. If you venture out, make sure you wear a mask
or scarf around your mouth and nose.

End of day






Help packing away and cleaning up
Help preparing supper
Help set the table
Help wash and pack away dishes
Bath time; don’t forget to brush your
teeth, use the toilet and off to bed you
go.
 Story time

 *The Best Hunter, T-Rex | Shadow Theatre |

Physical Activity
Dinosaur foot prints


The largest sauropod track makers had
hind footprints about 1 metre across and 46
centimetres deep and strides of as much as 3 metres.



These giants weighed 30 tons and may have been
more than 12 metres long.



The three-toed track-making animals were smaller,
making tracks 50 centimetres across and 13
centimetres deep.

Dinosaur Story | Pinkfong! Songs for Children

 https://youtu.be/heClHIIFNMg
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Autumn
Theme / Culture Study
This week we will be learning about Dinosaurs and Autumn.
 There are 4 seasons in the year. Spring, summer, autumn and
winter.
 As autumn has arrived, we can notice the temperature is
getting colder and we need to start wearing warmer clothes.
 The days are shorter, and the night become longer.
 The leaves on some trees are starting to change colour and
there are different shades of red, yellow and brown leaves on
the trees.
 Animals like squirrels gather nuts and seeds and hide them
for the cold winter months.
 Some trees do not lose their leaves, no matter the season.
They are called evergreen trees.

Why do the leaves change colour?
 The leaf is the part of the plant that is responsible for making food for
the plant.
 During autumn, when the temperature changes and the days become
colder and shorter, the leaves stop making food and they lose their
colour.
 The leaves die and fall off.
 The tree gets ready for winter.
Autumn is also associated with harvest time. In western cultures, various harvest
festivals are celebrated. In the United States Thanksgiving is celebrated. Chinese
celebrate the lunar mid- autumn festival. The Jewish Sukkot holiday is celebrated.
Some common harvests are pumpkin, corn and apples.
The lifecycle of the pumpkin plant.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=RDtU-GwFHQZI8&v=tUGwFHQZI8&feature=emb_rel_end
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Dinosaurs – Weapons and Armour
 Dinosaurs developed many
interesting features over
the ages.
 Generally, meat-eaters
developed horns and talons
to hunt and plant eaters
developed armour to protect
themselves from attacks.
 The Nodosaurs were some of
the first fully armoured
dinosaurs and the name
implies “node Lizards”. They
had many lumpy, bony
nodules embedded under
their skin.
 The other group of dinosaurs
were known as the
Ankylosaurus.
 The Ankylosaurus and
Nodosaurs had flat or raised
bony plates.
 The Euoplacephalus had a
bony club at the tip of its
tail to hit with.
 The stegosaurus had upright
plates which is thought to
have assisted with
regulating body
temperature.
 https://youtu.be/GWDxTCB4j
d8

Armoured Dinosaurs
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Sensorial
 The child wears a blindfold and
Create smelling bottles
using empty bottles filled with
vanilla essence, lavender,
cinnamon etc. guesses the
smell
 Various dinosaur skin textures.
 Collect a variety of leaves and
sort into rough and smooth.
 Use empty toilet roll tubes; fill
with rice, sand, tiny beads, etc.
Listen to the sounds or make
two of each to compare the
sounds. Make it more
challenging by using a blindfold.
 Cut up fruit or different
flavoured sweets and allow the
child to taste and guess what
it and or guess the flavour.

More exciting sensorial activities to try at home
*Colour code to match correctly

* Line up the bottles

1.


2.

3.
Place bottle in a basket

*The Child smell and match.

4.
Dinosaur shin textures

Sensorial activities help children to
sort out the different impressions
given by the senses. Children
develop skills for discrimination,
order, and to broaden and refine
the senses
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Science
Dinosaur Fizzy eggs experiment
Ingredients:











Baking Soda
Food Colouring or Liquid Water colours
Water
Eyedropper
White Vinegar
Plastic Eggs
Plastic Dinosaurs
Mixing Bowl
Whisk or Spoon for mixing
Wax Paper

Instructions:











Add 3 cups baking soda in a bowl.
Add 3 drops of food colouring and mix.
Add ¼ cup water and form a paste.
Insert plastic dinosaur and fill the other half of egg with paste (Form
balls with your hands if you don’t have eggs)
Cover the dinosaur completely.
Remove baking soda eggs from the mould and place on wax paper.
Leave in the freezer for 1-2 hours.
Remove and place in a shallow pan.
Pour vinegar into a bowl
Fill eyedropper with vinegar and squeeze onto the eggs
 Watch how they start to fizz and uncover the dinosaur. .
https://www.pre-kpages.com/dinosaur-eggs-fizzy-scienceexperiment/

Instructions to make your own lava lamp


Add the baking soda. Start by getting an empty bottle or a tall cup



Add the oil. In this step, you will be filling two third of your tall container with oil.



Mix the vinegar and the food colouring



Let the magic begin.
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Language

Read the rhyming words out
loud.

POEM
I’M A MEAN OLD DINOSAUR (Tune
:I’m a little Tea Pot)
I’m a mean old dinosaur(make mean
face, the kids make the




cutest mean faces)
Big and Tall (gesture big and tall)
Here is my tale and here is my
claw.(gesture hands behind your
backfor tail and make claw hands)
When I get all hungry(rub tummy)

Trace the letters in the sand
tray.
Play “’I spy’’ and practice
beginning sounds in words.



https://youtu.be/VxyuzMXIY
8Y
 https://youtu.be/HYiB8KzzYos

I just growl (child exaggerates the
grrrrooowwwlll)
Look out kids I’m on the prowl (here
you can tickle your child
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Some words are tricky and cannot be
sounded out.
Here is a way of learning them.
Look.
Say the
letters
one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten

Cover.
Try
writing
them

Write,
Check.

Have
another
try.

Why Is Sounding Out (or
Blending) Important?
When a child can say
the sounds of the letters
in the order in which they
appear, and can then
blend those sounds into a
recognizable word, she is
able to read thousands of
phonetically
regular words.
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Math Activities

Math activity

Sort Odd and Even numbers

Roll the dice and trace the numbers

16 4 5 8 13
3 11 6
12

Odds

21 7 22 15 17
9 12 10 2

Even

9

10
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Extra Math Activities

Making Maths Interesting
Play dice games
 Gather some objects – blocks, buttons, even biscuits!
 Roll two dice and find the total, using the objects to add practically.
 Or start with, say, 12 objects, roll a dice and subtract the number
shown on the dice to find how many objects are left.
 The player with more objects wins.
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A dinosaur poem
Dinosaurs lived long ago
When the world was new
They were very big and strong
And very scary too.
Some of them liked plants to eat
From the ocean floor
Some would rather eat another Dinosaur

See friendly dinosaur songs here:
https://youtu.be/PbVU0te_zV4
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Easy Art ideas
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